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Abstract
We present two methods for estimation of crop stem width on small mobile robots.
Stem width is an important phenotype needed by breeders and plant-biologists to measure plant growth, however, its manual measurement is cumbersome, in-accurate, and
inefficient. The presented methods use a common image processing core that is designed
to extract the foreground in the presence of significant leaf and stem clutter, view of
other rows, and varying lighting, from a side-facing USB camera mounted on a small
mobile robot. Using the extracted foreground, one approach uses estimates of robot velocity from wheel encoders and dense optical flow to estimate depth, while the other employs filtering of the LIDAR 2-D point cloud to estimate the depth. Both methods have
been exhaustively validated against available hand-measurements on biomass sorghum
(Sorghum bicolor) in real experimental fields. Experiments indicate that both methods
are also applicable to other crops with cylindrical stems without significant modifications. The width estimation match on sorghum is 92.5% (using vision) and 98.2%
(using vision and LIDAR) when compared against manual measurements by trained
agronomists. Thus, our results clearly establish the feasibility of using small robots for
stem-width estimation in realistic field settings. Furthermore, the techniques presented
here can be utilized for automating other phenotypic measurements.

1

Introduction

Plant phenotyping is the quantification of the effects of genotype differences (i.e., differences in the genetic makeup)
and the environment on the exhibited phenotype (i.e., the plant appearance and behavior) [27]. According to the
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, large-scale experiments in plant phenotyping are a key
factor in breeding better crops that are needed for feeding a growing population and providing biomass for energy,
while using less water, land, and fertilizer. The need for large scale, more comprehensive, and efficient phenotyping
has become ever more pressing recently due to a constantly evolving climate [20] and changing demographic in rural
areas. However, current phenotyping methods are mostly limited to manual measurements out in the field, which
is labor intensive, time consuming, and lacks sufficiency and accuracy. This has created a so-called phenotyping
bottleneck in agricultural productivity increase.

1.1

Background on automated plant phenotyping

Over the past few years, several attempts have been made to automate the process of plant phenotyping using a wide
range of sensors involving multispectral and hyperspectral remote sensing, thermal infrared imaging, fluorescence
imaging, 3D imaging, tomographic imaging and imaging in visible light. Li et al. [17] provide an extensive survey
of the aforementioned methods, their applications, advantages and limitations.
Visible imaging is a practical, energy efficient and cost effective way to measure several plant phenotypes. Many
recent approaches ([9], [15], [21], [13], [26], [5], [30], [7]) try to model plants using imaging techniques and 3D
reconstruction. However, these approaches have been tested under simulated environment or under extensively
c 2018. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: (a) Image of rosette plant from the dataset given by Minervini et al. [22]. (b) Images acquired from real robot in actual field condition with high level of clutter, varying sunlight, motion blur,
and occlusion. Images obtained by robots are very different from the datasets available. (c) Width
measurement using vernier calipers is cumbersome and inaccurate
monitored environments, such as a green house. The aforementioned methods and algorithms have not been implemented in actual agricultural fields where the level of uncertainty is very high due to changes in lighting conditions
during different times of the day and during different seasons, variation of plant color and size across different
growth stages, background clutter, and numerous other factors. Hoyos-Villegas et al. [14] and Chen et al. [6] try
to do experiments in field conditions and use digital imaging to assess soyabean and sorghum respectively: HoyosVillegas et al. [14] develop a hand-held digital imaging tool to assess soybean yield, while Chen et al. [6] use UAS
based RGB imagery to locate plant centers of sorghum in a field but achieves an accuracy of only 64% to 66%. In
contrast, our tests are performed in harsh and variable field conditions, yet the accuracy level is over 90%. Furthermore, our results are designed and evaluated on ground robots, which need to deal with harsher conditions, but are
more desirable for high throughput phenotyping as opposed to UAS, since they have a far closer and more detailed
under-canopy view of plants [23].
Although there is a huge potential of deep learning and computer vision in plant phenotyping, it has become clear
that the challenges arising in plant phenotyping differ significantly from the usual tasks addressed by the computer
vision community [27]. In context of robotic phenotyping, one huge challenge is the lack of available labeled and
curated datasets for training deep networks in realistic field conditions. Minervini et al. [22] provide a dataset of
potted rosette plants over multiple growth stages where each leaf segment of the plants are labeled with a different
color [19]. Many recent works have used this dataset to achieve high accuracy in leaf counting and segmentation tasks ([1],[31],[28],[8]). Giuffrida et al. [12] augment this dataset by generating realistic images of rosette
plants using generative adversarial networks. Pound et al. [25] provide a new dataset for wheat spikes, analyze the
spikes and count them. However, the conditions in this dataset differ significantly from those in the field (e.g. Figure
1.1(a),(b)), with field obtained data from a moving robot having a high level of clutter, varying sunlight, motion blur,
and occlusions. The significant contribution of our work is in creation of pipelines that can work directly with robot
obtained data in field conditions. Our elaborate algorithms for filtering useful content from noisy robot-obtained
field images will lead to datasets that could feed future machine learning pipelines.

1.2

State of the Art in Stem Width Estimation

Stem width of fuel plants is an important phenotype that determines the plant’s biomass content. In spite of its
importance, there are currently no efficient in-field practices for stem width measurement. The current practice
involves trained agronomists manually going out into fields and measuring the stems using vernier calipers (see
figure 1.1(c)). This technique is slow, inaccurate, hazard-prone, and highly labor intensive. Jin and Zakhor [16]
propose an algorithm to estimate stem width from 3D point cloud data collected by a robot equipped with a depth
sensor (ToF sensor). Baharav et al. [2] use 2 infrared cameras mounted on a robot and applies image processing
techniques to estimate height and width of plants. However, none of the existing width estimation algorithms have
yet been validated in field settings for accuracy and validity under high clutter and changing field conditions.

1.3

Contribution

Our main contribution is two new pipelines for crop stem width estimation under high clutter in an agricultural
field using low cost sensors mounted on a small mobile robot called TerraSentia, that can traverse autonomously
through crop rows. Details of the robot and sensor are provided in section 2. One of our contribution is an image
processing pipeline to extract the foreground in the presence of significant leaf and stem clutter, view of other rows,
and varying lighting. Using this, one pipeline uses the ratio between estimated robot velocity from wheel encoders
1 and pixel velocity from dense optical flow to estimate depth. Our contribution here is in adapting an optical flow
based approach (3.2.1) for phenotyping in cluttered and unstructured field conditions. Structure from motion can
1 Note that GPS does not work well under crop canopy due to multi-path and attenuation errors, hence, encoder
velocity is an acceptable estimate of robot speed, especially at slow speeds when the wheels do not slip excessively.
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Figure 2: (a) CAD drawing of the phenotyping robot TerraSentia that was used for data acquisition;
(b) Front View of the Robot in a 76 cm row, showing placement of the camera, light and LIDAR. Field
of view of the camera is 60◦ . (C) TerraSentia moving autonomously through a 30 inch wide, heavily
cluttered sorghum row. Autonomous navigation is performed by path estimation from point cloud data
obtained from the 2D LIDAR (using Algorithm 3 provided in the supplementary material). (d) Aerial
view of 80 acres (0.32 sq. km) sorghum field (Maxwell Field, Savoy, IL, USA), consisting of 960
sorghum plots of different genotypes of Sorghum.
be used for 3D reconstruction of plants in cluttered field environment as an extension to this work. Our second
pipeline employs filtering of the LIDAR point cloud to estimate the robot-to-row depth from highly noisy LIDAR
point-cloud (3.2.2). This is another contribution of our work, and our results demonstrate that this filtering method
can also be used for robot navigation.
A significant contribution of our work is in the exhaustive validation in biomass sorghum fields (elaborated in 4).
We argue that our measurements could potentially be more accurate than those of the human agronomist, especially
given that the agronomist can only measure limited plants and only in a few places, whereas our algorithm can be
more exhaustive.
The algorithms presented here are quite general in nature due to their reliance on fundamental principles of machine
vision. As such, they can be utilized with little modification on other plants, as demonstrated by our experiments
in corn (Zea mays) and hemp (Cannabis) fields (the data will be released upon acceptance). Therefore, our results
establish the feasibility of using small autonomous robots for phenotyping in realistic field environments.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Descriptions of the robot, sensors and some information about the
sorghum plots are provided in section 2. Section 3 provides detailed explanations of the algorithms. The test results
are summarized in section 4, followed by challenges and limitations of the work in section 5 and conclusion in 6.

2
2.1

Experimental Set-Up
Robot Description

A lightweight(<7 kg), ultra-compact, 3D printed, autonomous field phenotyping robot (called TerraSentia) is used
for data acquisition (Figure 2(a),(b)). (Details of the robot are provided in the supplementary file). The lightness
and thoughtful construction of the wheels prevent permanent damage to any plant parts, even if the robot runs over
them accidentally. The compactness allows the robot to easily traverse between narrow crop rows, especially in
corn, hemp, and sorghum, where 76cm or greater row spacing is common. Each wheel of the robot is powered by
a separate motor with encoders and averaged encoder values provide a reasonable estimate of the robot speed. We
utilized the robot at a speed of about 0.4 m/s. At this speed, the robot covers a row of a single 3m by 3m plot of
a crop variety in under 10 seconds, and can cover several plots in a reasonable amount of time. Furthermore, at
this speed, motion blur was not found to be significant on the camera (ELPUSBFHD01M, USA) used on the robot.
Higher frame rate cameras could enable increasing speed of the robot.

2.2

Robot Navigation

The robot system has been designed for reliable autonomous navigation under cluttered canopies using only a 2-D
Hokuyo UTM-30LX LIDAR sensor as the primary sensor for navigation. The primary reliance on LIDAR comes
from the fact that GPS is highly unreliable under dense crop canopy due to multipath errors and signal attenuation.
Figure 2 (c) shows the robot traversing autonomously with the help of path estimation by the LIDAR.

2.3

Camera and Light Source

As the robot traverses through crop rows, video data is acquired at 90 frames per second with a frame resolution
of 640×480 pixels by the robot’s camera. The acquisition is performed with a low-cost digital monocular RGB
camera (ELPUSBFHD01M, USA) mounted on the side of the robot chassis. The camera has a field view of 60◦ .
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A common inexpensive LED light source, having a 3000K color temperature and providing 60 lumens of light, is
attached on the robot chassis near the camera position to ensure ample brightness under the dark sorghum canopy.
This is done to prevent the camera firmware from increasing the exposure time which could cause excessive motion
blur. We had no control over the camera firmware. The placements of the camera and light are shown in Figure
2(b).

2.4

Data Acquisition

Video data, encoder readings (for instantaneous robot velocity estimation) and LIDAR point cloud data (for lateral
distance estimation) are acquired at 90 fps, 5 fps and 20 fps respectively. GPS data is also logged, however, GPS
accuracy varies widely under canopy, hence GPS data is not used. There was no inertial measurement unit on the
robot we utilized. All our results are in an offline setting with data retrieved using wi-fi, however, high speed and
low computational requirements of the presented algorithms indicates that they could be utilized onboard the robot
in the future. In either case, there is little value lost by doing off-board estimation, since the data has to be retrieved
for other purposes any way. Python 2.7.12 with OpenCV 2.4.9.1 have been used for development of all codes. We
plan to release code upon acceptance.

2.5

Description of the Sorghum Fields

All experiments on sorghum have been performed on the 80 Acre (0.32 sq. km) Maxwells Field, Savoy, Illinois,
during August to November, 2017. The field consists of 960 Sorghum plots of size 3m×3m and 76 cm row spacing.
Figure 2(d) shows an aerial image depicting the marked height difference due to the different genotypes in each
plot.

3

Algorithmic Framework

We design two algorithmic approaches for robust estimation of crop stem width under highly uncertain field conditions. The algorithms have been divided into two phases. Phase 1 is the same for both algorithms, and involves a
common image processing algorithm for foreground extraction (algorithm 1). Phase 2 consists of depth estimation
using structure from motion and LIDAR point clouds for both approaches respectively. The framework has been
summarized in figure 3 and described in details in the following sub-sections.

3.1

Phase 1: Foreground Extraction
Input:

Input: Video Signal

Instantaneous
A fixed sized window is defined at the left side of each video
Robot Velocity (from
Input: 2D Point
encoder readings)
frame and only that region is processed to extract a stem
Cloud from
1. Foreground
LIDAR
boundary if present. The choice of this size is based on two
Extraction
PHASE 1
assumptions valid for most crop fields: (1) The stem width
2. Camera
3. Lateral Distance
Motion
does not exceed 4 inches, (2) Stems never come closer than
Approximation using
Estimation
LIDAR
3 inches to the camera lens without blur. This window size
has worked for all our validation tests, and hence we avoid
using a variable-sized window to avoid unnecessary and re4(a). Width
4(b). Width
Estimation
Estimation
PHASE 2
dundant calculations. Placement of the window is on a side
instead of the center because video frames sometimes blur
Output: Width
Output: Width from
from Vision
Vision +LIDAR
towards the center due to small row spacing, in spite of the
high frame rate (90 fps) and additional lights (section 2). We
have placed the window at the left side, but choosing the Figure 3: Algorithmic Framework, (Refer
right side is also acceptable. The placement of the window
to supplementary material for pseudo-code:
is shown in (fig. 4).
The window, placed in each frame of the raw video, is pro- (1) Foreground Extraction (algorithm 1); (2)
cessed to find out if an un-occluded part of the stem is visi- Camera Motion Estimation from SFM (algoble. The rest of the video frame does not need to be utilized, rithm 2); (3) Lateral Distance Estimation Usand this is done to reduce computational overhead. Discard- ing LIDAR (algorithm 3); (4) Width Estimaing the rest of the frame does not cause any valuable infor- tion using LIDAR and SFM (algorithm 4))
mation loss since the robot traverses through the entire row
visiting each plant one by one, so all parts of the frame pass through the chosen window at some point in time.
Approach of multiple windows is avoided to reduce the chance of double counting of the same plant multiple times,
which distorts the estimated width distribution across the plot.
Figure 5 shows the sequential processing of the window obtained for foreground extraction. Algorithm 1 provides
an outline of the same, which are described in the following subsections. The pseudo-codes have been provided in
algorithm 1 of the supplementary material.
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Figure 4: Window
(marker with cyan)
placed at the left
corner of the video
frame. Center of
frame can often be
blurred.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 5: Sequential steps for foreground extraction from cropped window of
current video frame: (a) Unprocessed window fn with high clutter; (b) Edges
of (a) after Canny edge detection; (c) Dilation of (b); (d) Erosion of (c);
(e) Inversion of (d); (f) Foreground extraction and smoothing by removing
unwanted components (e) after CCL and convex hull approximation respectively. (Refer to algorithm 1 of the supplementary material for pseudo-code)

Algorithm 1 Foreground Extraction of cropped video frame from cluttered background.
(Refer to supplementary material (algorithm 1) for pseudo-codes.
1: procedure E DGES ( f n )
. Function to return edges ( fe ) from cropped video frame fn
2: procedure M ORPH ( f e ) . f e2 : Function to perform dilation, erosion, inversion on the
edges( fe ) and return cluttered foreground ( fe2 )
3: procedure F OREGROUND ( f e2 )
. Function to perform connected component
labeling on fe2 to remove clutter, and to smoothen foreground mask. Returns clean and
smooth foreground f ullMask

3.1.1

Canny Edge Detection

Edge detection by Canny’s technique [4] is adopted and illustrated in figure 5(b). We have adopted this technique
because of it’s easy availability, and robustness over other available edge detection techniques (like Sobel, Laplacian
[3]).

3.1.2

Morphological Operations

Owing to noise and variable lighting conditions, the edges obtained in the previous step are often broken. We close
the edges by using morphological dilation followed by erosion [3] and inverting the image (Figure 5(c),(d),(e)). A
rectangular kernel of size 25 × 3 is used for dilation followed by a kernel size of 15 × 15 for erosion. Using a long
rectangular kernel helps restore the horizontal width information; the vertical gradients become distorted, which are
not of significance in this application. The kernel sizes have been selected empirically after trial on numerous plots
of corn, sorghum and hemp, in different fields and different times of the day.

3.1.3

Components Removal

Connected component labeling (CCL) is performed for the extraction of stem from a cluttered image like (Figure
5(e)), performed using the skimage library in python ([11] and [32]). A labeled image is obtained in which each
white component of Figure.5(e) is indexed differently. Using skimage we measure essential characteristics of each
labeled component and remove the objects that do not have the desired characteristics of a stem. For example, a stem
must have larger size than background clutter, higher eccentricity than undesired leaf and more erect orientation
than the diverging branches. We require only the stem components which are cylindrical, and are projected as
long rectangles on the video frames. If we approximate ellipse around them, the eccentricity of such ellipses are
high(>0.8). We also provide the constraint of orientation of 40◦ on the left and right. These three constraints (size,
eccentricity and orientation) remove most of the background clutter and non-stem components like leaves or other
objects like sign boards or shoes of a person walking. Figure5(f) shows the cleaned up image after this step.

3.1.4

Polygon Approximation

A rough mask of the plant stem is obtained after the above process that is clean and devoid of unnecessary components. To smoothen the mask, we find a convex hull of these 2D point sets using Sklansky’s algorithm [29]. This is
shown in Figure 6.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6:
Foreground smoothing:
(a)&(c) Rough foreground after CCL,
(b)&(d) Smooth foreground after approximating convex hull around the
object of interest

3.2

Phase 2

3.2.1

Camera motion estimation

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 7: Color-coded visualization of dense optical flow
using Farnebäck [10] algorithm: (a) to (d) Optical Flow for
5 consecutive windows. Robot moves in the positive x direction. Brighter means higher velocity, (e) Color Code for
directions. (Refer to algorithm 2 of the supplementary material for pseudo-code)

Structure from Motion involves the three main steps of (1) extraction of features in images and matching these
features between images, (2) camera motion estimation (e.g., using relative pairwise camera positions estimated
from the extracted features), and (3) recovery of the 3D structure using the estimated motion and features (e.g., by
minimizing the so-called re-projection error) [24].
We require steps (1) and (2) in our application to determine average pixel velocity of the clean foreground in each
frame. Step (1) is performed using Gunnar Farneback’s algorithm [10]. This algorithm computes the dense optical
flow for all points in the window and gives a 2 channel array with optical flow vectors (Vx , Vy ). Figure 7 shows
the color-coded visualization of the calculated optical flow. Brighter objects have a higher velocity component and
hence are closer to camera. The pseudo-code has been provided in algorithm 2 of the supplementary material.
Approach of dense optical is adopted instead of sparse optical flow, that involve tracking of feature points across
video frames (like Lucas Kanade algorithm [18]), because of the lack of distinctively different points on the stems
and leaves in a sorghum field.

3.2.2

Lateral Distance Estimation Using LIDAR

Figure 8(a) shows the point cloud (in black circles) provided by the 2D LIDAR as output. Although sensor range is
up to 30m, meaningful readings do not surpass a few meters, because row spacing is below 1m. Frequent occlusion
by leaves and weeds interfere with measurements from ahead of the lane, hence, the points too close to the robot
are discarded as clutter by leaves. The remaining points are shown by red crosses in 8(a) and (b)). Appropriate lines
are fitted through the chosen points by a weighted mean of the point distances to the line of traversal of the robot.
This is shown in 8(c). The lateral LIDAR to plant-row distance is calculated in the desired side, where the camera
is pointed, and lateral distance from the camera to the LIDAR is subtracted which gives us the desired D (camera to
row distance) useful for width estimation. The steps for estimating D are summarized in algorithm algorithm 2 of
the supplementary material.

3.3

Width Estimation from SFM and LIDAR data

A clean white foreground mask on black background, which has the same length and breadth as the fixed window,
is obtained after section 3.1, which is the mask for the desired stem boundary. N imaginary horizontal lines are
drawn on the mask image and for each line, the number of white pixels are recorded. This gives us the width in
pixels (WPi s) at N different locations of the stem (as shown in Figure 9). We experimentally chose the value of N to
be 8 here. The actual width estimation process from pixel width is described in the following sub-sections. (Refer
to algorithm 4 of the supplementary material for pseudo-code)

3.3.1

From SfM

To obtain the actual stem width WSi , equations 1, 2 and 3 are followed. VX is calculated from section 3.2.1, VR is
the instantaneous velocity of the robot obtained from encoder readings. The width (WS ) obtained for a particular
window is the average of all the WSi .
VR
1 N
WSi = WP × R
(2)
R=
(1)
WS = ∑ WSi
(3)
VX
N
i=1

This approach of using SfM obviates the need to use complex sensors like the realsense or stereo camera to
estimate the depth information.
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Figure 8: Lateral Distance Approximation. (a) LIDAR point cloud
shown by black circles, note the significant number of outliers. Red
crosses indicate the chosen points after rejection of outliers, (b) Figure 9: Pixel Width (WPi ) at
Zoomed view of (a), (c) Lane Approximation as shown by fitted N different places (N=8) of a
red lines (Refer to algorithm 3 of the supplementary material for sorghum stem
pseudo-code)

3.3.2

From LIDAR

The instantaneous distance from the camera to the crop row under consideration (D) is obtained according to section
3.2.2 The width from LIDAR WL is calculated according to eqns 4 and 5. ‘F’ refers to the focal length of the camera.
1 N
(5)
∑ WLi
N i=1
WS and WL are the outputs from two algorithmic approaches that we adopted. The results obtained after
exhaustively validating these estimations are expressed in the next section.
WLi = WP × D ÷ F

4

(4)

WL =

Results

A significant contribution of our work is in the exhaustive validation of the presented algorithms in biomass sorghum
(Sorghum bicolor (L.) Moench) in real fields. All experiments have been performed near the last growth stage of
sorghum, when the clutter and leaf occlusion is the highest among all growth stages.

4.1

Expt 1: Comparison with agronomists

The algorithms have been compared against all available manually measured plots in the 80 Acre (0.32 sq. km)
sorghum experimental field (Maxwell fields at Savoy, Illinois). Each 3 × 3 meter plot consists of roughly 50 plants.
A trained agronomist (independent from the authors) used industry-standard practices to measure the average stemwidth of 20 plots dispersed across the field. The agronomist chose in each plot 3 representative plants, and made
one manual measurement with vernier calipers from each of these 3 plants. This approach was designed to enable
the agronomist to accumulate a reasonable amount of data from large fields within cost and time constraints. The
industry practice is to use the average of these 3 readings to represent the average stem width for that plot. On the
other hand, our robot traversed through those 18 plots and attempted to measure stem width at multiple locations
on every plant in the plot. The comparison is shown in Figure 10(a). The percentage match of our algorithms with
the hand measured width by the agronomists, considering all plots, is 78% using LIDAR and 76% from SFM. This

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: (a) Distribution of Manual Measurements, LIDAR Width and SFM Width across 18 Plots
of sorghum in Maxwell’s field. (b) Variation of manual measurement per plant in plot 17MW0159. 3
measurements have been taken per plant for all plants in the plot. Standard Deviation: 0.256 inches
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disagreement however is not surprising, since the sparse manual measurements of the agronomist are not reflective
of the ground truth, nor do they represent the true nature of the width distribution of plants. Manual measurements
are limited by cost and time considerations. They do not take into account the fact that the width of the plants varies
along its length significantly, so a single measurement does not reflect the true plant width. Furthermore, the cross
section of the stem is elliptical, not circular, therefore, the placement of vernier calipers affects the measurement.
Figure 10(b) depicts the amount of width variation in a single plot (see Section 4.2). This lack of accuracy and
rigor due to high cost of trained manual labor is precisely the reason the industry is looking towards robotic highthroughput phenotyping. Therefore, to evaluate our algorithm against a true representation of the stem width, we
performed Experiment 2.

4.2

Expt 2: Comparison with extensive hand measurements

To address the limited agronomist obtained measurements, extensive manual measurements were performed on a
representative plot (17MW0159) in the sorghum field. 3 measurements were taken from different lengths of each
plant from one row of the plot which consisted of 32 sorghum plants. Figure 10(b) show the variation in the 32×3
measurements.
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Figure 11: Width estimation (in inches) for sorghum: (a) A typical video frame for plot 17MW0159
with window marked in cyan. WSi (red) and WLi (yellow) are noted inside window. WS (red) and
WL (yellow) are placed at the bottom left corner. V: Instantaneous robot velocity, D: Robot to plant
distance measured by LIDAR); (b) Distribution of Width from SfM Across all frames in the video; (c)
Distribution of width from LIDAR across all frames in the video; (d) Distribution of hand measured
width for all plants in the plot
The standard deviation of such a distribution is 0.256 inches, clearly showing that averaging only 3 measurements per plot (as in Section 4.1), which is the current practice, is not very accurate. Even these measurements
however, do not represent the “ground truth”, however, they are the best available set of data against which we
could compare. Table 4.2(b) shows that the robot based algorithms match with the exhaustive hand measurements
at 91% when structure from motion is used, and 98% when vision and LIDAR are used, which is under the 8%
tolerance set by a federal oversight agency. Figure 11 (a) shows a processed video frame for plot 17MW0159 as
the robot traversed through the plot. The processing window after cropping the video frame is marked with cyan.
The red and yellow colors indicate width using structure from motion and LIDAR data respectively. The values
inside the window are the instantaneous width values (Red: WSi and Yellow: WLi ) corresponding to different ‘i’s as
described in section 3.3, whereas the values at the bottom left corner are the average values for each method (Red:
WS and Yellow: WL ). All values are in inches. Figure 11 (b) shows the distribution of width for presented algorithms
and hand measured ground truth. Table 4.2(a) shows mean and variance of such a measurement.

Mean (")
Variance (")

LIDAR
0.84528
0.13247

(a)

SFM
0.93360
0.20301

Manual
0.86014
0.06623

Width (")
% Match

Manual
0.86014

LIDAR
0.84528
98.27

SFM
0.93360
91.4587

(b)

Table 1: (a) Comparison of Mean and Variances of Width Estimation from Presented Algorithms and
Hand Measured Values for plot 17MW0159. (b) Comparison of Manual Measurement with results
obtained from the presented algorithms for plot 17MW0159
The results obtained after comparing the width estimation results with the average measurements from plot
17MW0159 are tabulated in Table 4.2(b). The robot speed estimates from the averaged encoder readings cause
the lower accuracy from the optical flow approach as compared to the LIDAR approach, but the error is within
acceptable range. Hence, we refrain from using costlier high precision encoders. The processing time is 0.04 secs
per video frame.
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0

Histogram Showing Distribution of Width

0.3
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Histogram Showing Distribution of Width
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0.1
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0.5
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0
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(c)

Width for Corn

0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05

0.0

0.5

(d)

1.0
1.5
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Width from SFM (inches)

2.5

3.0

(e)

0

0.0

0.5

1.0
1.5
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Width using LIDAR (inches)

2.5

3.0

(f)

Width for Hemp

Figure 12: Width (inches) for corn ((a),(b),(c)) and hemp ((d),(e),(f)): (a),(d) Video frame with window
marked in cyan. WSi (red) and WLi (yellow) are noted inside window. WS (red) and WL (yellow) are
placed at the bottom left corner. V: Instantaneous robot velocity, D: Robot to plant distance measured
by LIDAR). (b),(e) Distribution of Width from SfM across all video frames. x-axis: Width in inches,
y-axis: Normalized frequency. (c),(f) Distribution of width from LIDAR across all frames in the video.
x-axis: Width in inches, y-axis: Normalized Frequency

4.3

Demonstration of generalization to other crops

The presented algorithms have been extensively validated in sorghum across several plots consisting of different
varieties of sorghum, at different times over a period of days and in different weather conditions (under bright sun
and cloud cover). The results in all cases of Sorghum remain consistent. To further demonstrate robustness and
generality, the algorithms have also been applied to other crops with cylindrical stems: corn and hemp, with no
algorithmic modifications and a few changes in the parameters for edge detection. The results on corn and hemp
data obtained at fields in parts of Illinois and Colorado are shown in Figure 12. The width estimates are within the
expected ranges, however, we were not able to rigorously establish the ground truth on these crops due to lack of
manual resources. Regardless, the results demonstrate that our algorithms, based on principles of machine vision,
generalizes well across different crops with little or no change to the parameters.

5

Challenges and Limitations

In this section we discuss a few challenging situations that require
future work. Figure 13 (a) shows a situation where even manual
classification of the image for stem or leaf is difficult. The picture
shows a leaf, having color, size, eccentricity, orientation and shape
just like the stem. Hence the algorithm falsely detects this as a stem.
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 13 (b) shows a stem almost completely occluded by a leaf in
front, there’s no way to detect the stem in this case with the sensors
we have used. Figure 13 (c) shows bright sunlight entering through Figure 13: Hard problems, detection
dense sorghum canopy, causing stems and leaves to be only par- can fail under these situations:(a) A leaf
tially illuminated. In this case, only the partial contour is taken into looking like a stem (similar size, shape,
account, leading to faulty width estimation.
eccentricity, orientation); (b) Stem ocTraining a machine learning algorithm could be one way to deal cluded by leaf (c) Strong uneven sunwith such situations, but that could requires thousands of labeled
light
frames of videos taken under extreme field conditions. Another
drawback of using deep learning is that the algorithms becomes crop specific, thereby losing generality, unlike
our approach. Regardless, within reasonable weather and crop cover, the results from our robot based method
should yield far more accurate and rich data than manual measurements alone.

6

Conclusion

We have presented a general and computationally light algorithm for autonomous width estimation of crops with
cylindrical stems under highly uncertain field conditions and exhaustively validated the results with rigorous ground
truth measurements for sorghum. This is a significant step forward in field robotics for phenotyping applications.
Our next step is to use these algorithmic approaches to develop a dataset specifically for field conditions, with
masked labels for stems and leaves. This would enable the use of machine learning to initiate future work on
important phenotype estimation tasks like leaf area, leaf angle,leaf count and further improved stem width.
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